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Hello everyone.
I’m Pino. I am seven years old.
I come from the beautiful Solomon Islands.
I love to collect seashells on the white sandy beaches.
I love to watch the big colourful canoes racing.
I love to dance the Bilikiki with my friends and family.
I love to go fishing with my dad on the colourful coral reef.
But most of all I love eating yummy cassava pudding made from cassava, sweet potatoes, and coconut milk.
Wow! So much to love in my beautiful Island.

My beautiful Solomon Islands.
You can use these questions to talk about this book with your family, friends and teachers.

What did you learn from this book?

Describe this book in one word. Funny? Scary? Colourful? Interesting?

How did this book make you feel when you finished reading it?

What was your favourite part of this book?
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About the contributors

Library For All works with authors and illustrators from around the world to develop diverse, relevant, high quality stories for young readers. Visit libraryforall.org for the latest news on writers' workshop events, submission guidelines and other creative opportunities.
Did you enjoy this book?

We have hundreds more expertly curated original stories to choose from.

We work in partnership with authors, educators, cultural advisors, governments and NGOs to bring the joy of reading to children everywhere.

Did you know?

We create global impact in these fields by embracing the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
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What type of Library For All reader are you?

- **Learner** - Beginner readers
- **Level 1** - Rising readers
- **Level 2** - Eager readers
  
  Enjoy your reading time with familiar words, but complex sentences.
- **Level 3** - Progressing readers
- **Level 4** - Fluent readers
- **Middle Primary** - Curious readers
- **Upper Primary** - Adventurous readers
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